E D I T O R I A L Douglas Adams and the question of arterial blood pressure in mammals
We thank Sandal et al for taking an interest in our paper 1 and the intriguing question on the determinants of mean arterial blood pressure (MAP) in mammals. Sandal et al 2 present a correlation between MAP and the vertical distance between the heart and the brain in 16 different species of (predominantly large) mammals. This is well in line with previous work by White & Seymour, who found that "The scaling exponent of blood pressure is generally lower than, though not significantly different from, the exponent predicted on the basis of the expected scaling of the vertical distance between the head and the heart." 3 It is also consistent with our statement that "it is reasonable to expect the MAP to increase proportionally to the increased vertical distance between the heart and the upper extremities as animals get larger (…) and it is obvious for example that giraffes require a higher MAP to perfuse the brain." 1 The available data on MAP (both telemetric and from restrained animals) comes from few animals and heterogeneous studies. Our main point was not to object that MAP is influenced by the vertical heart-brain distance, but rather to call attention to the fact that such a relationship must be based on high quality telemetric measurements, not on the opinion of what MAP ought to be or measurements taken under the influence of various anaesthetics.
What we find most puzzling is that the decrease in mass-specific metabolism-one gram of mouse tissue respires 25 times faster that 1 g of elephant tissue-is attended by a matched decrease in cardiac output and total peripheral resistance (TPR) as BM increases. This begs the question of "why does it appear so important for a mammal, irrespective of BM, to have a MAP of around 125 cm H 2 O (ie 91 mm Hg)?" In his marvellous novel Hitchhikers Guide to the Galaxy, Douglas Adams revealed that "the answer to the ultimate question of life, the universe and everything is 42." In much a similar manner, the answer to the ultimate question of MAP in mammals is roughly 125 cm H 2 O. But just as the characters in the novel realized that the answer gave no meaning without a deeper understanding of what the question posed really was; we also come up short in answering why central perfusion pressures converge on a value in the relatively narrow range of 120-130 cm H 2 O in mammals.
Comparative physiology may provide some insight as the pronounced differences in MAP between taxonomic groups seems to correlate with standard metabolic rate (SMR). This was shown elegantly by Seymour and co-workers 4 who demonstrated that ectotherms, such as reptiles, fish and amphibians, with their low SMR and small hearts (ie 0.19%-0.32% of BM) have systemic blood pressures of 30-40 cm H 2 O. Among the endothermic animals, birds have the highest SMR (normalized to BM), large hearts (0.8%-1.2% of BM) and pressures in the range of 160-170 cm H 2 O; whereas mammals have a relatively lower SMR (albeit still substantially larger than that for ectotherms), smaller hearts (0.4%-0.7% of BM) and arterial pressures in the range of 120-130 cm H 2 O. So for each taxonomic group the arterial pressures are distinctly different, confined within relatively narrow limits and largely independent of BM per se, but the MAP of each taxonomic group varies in a systemic fashion with metabolism.
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